Is the information on or uploaded to Know Your Place covered by copyright?

Maps

The modern Ordnance Survey (OS) is used on Know Your Place under licence from the Ordnance Survey and is watermarked to prevent misuse.

The historic maps are all pre war and are therefore out of copyright. The scanned images of these are the property of Bristol City Council and non commercial use of these maps is permitted.

We are not able to present post war Ordnance Survey mapping other than the modern Mastermap data because these remain under OS copyright.

Historic Images

Images from the Braikenridge Collection are used on Know Your Place are the property of Bristol City Council and are used with the permission of Bristol Museums, Galleries and Archives.

Information uploaded to Know Your Place

Any information submitted to Know Your Place by a member of the public remains the property of the individual and is used on the website with their permission.

Individuals are asked to ensure that the images they upload do not infringe copyright and if there are any concerns over the ownership of images or information submitted to Know Your Place the material will not be published on the site.